At Diehl: The future is in your hands!

More than 17,000 employees are currently shaping the engineering of the future in our five Corporate Divisions Metall, Controls, Defence, Aviation and Metering. Diehl Metering concentrates the expertise of powerful players in the metering industry. Our intelligent solutions for energy data management help our partners all over the world to use natural resources and energy efficiently and sensibly. Apply at Diehl and join hands with fascinating technologies and a unique corporate tradition of stability and trust.

For our site Diehl Metering in Ansbach, Nürnberg, Saint-Louis or Bazanowice we are looking for a:

**Team Manager (m/f/d) Connectivity**

**This is your position with us:**

- Together with your team you will manage the connectivity portfolio including end devices and gateways for wired and radio communication.
- You will lead your international team including employee development, resource management, budget planning and cost control.
- You will be responsible to define customer focused requirements for new products and solutions in cooperation with regional teams.
- You will be responsible for market intelligence for your segment including competitor analyses and market development.
- You will be responsible to create business cases to secure the profitability of new solutions in cooperation with the R&D department and the sales team.
- You will be accountable to manage the product lifecycle including market introduction, maintenance activities, profitability controlling and phase-out strategy.
- You will contribute to the strategy process by creating the product roadmap and estimation of its profitability.

**Your contribution to our team:**

- University degree (e.g. in electronics, product management or equivalent education).
- Several years of experience in the specific industrial environment and leadership, preferably in a technical/metering environment.
- Experienced in product and project management.
- Experienced in IoT communication technologies like LoRaWAN and NB IoT.
- Highly self-motivated, ability to contribute in cross-functional teams.
- Fluently spoken and written English is mandatory, other foreign languages would be an advantage (e.g. Polish, French, German etc.).
- Willingness for international travelling.

Accept responsibility from the first day and a permanent position in your new team, which is there to support you during your initial employment period.

Interested? Develop the leading technology of tomorrow, together with us. Apply now!